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Greetings Stacey:  
 
 This letter serves to express interest in serving as a sector liaison for the IPP & Marketer community on the Western 
EIM Regional Issues Forum.  At Shell Energy, I cover Western US and Canada wholesale energy market regulatory 
affairs and policy.  
 

Shell Energy North America (US), L.P. (“Shell Energy”) is among the largest wholesale energy marketers and 
traders in North America and provides a comprehensive portfolio of energy-related products and services.  
Consistently ranked within the top three gas and power marketers in its region, Shell Energy’s capabilities include 
marketing natural gas within the USA and Canada, with a sales volume of approximately 10 billion cubic feet per 
day and marketing wholesale and retail power, with sales topping 300 million megawatt hours annually.  A 
participant in all organized power markets, Shell Energy manages more than 10,000 megawatts (MW) of power 
generation capacity, with more than a third of that power coming from renewable sources including hydro, wind 
and solar. 

 
My career experience has focused on Western wholesale energy markets; at Shell Energy working with CAISO, 

EIM, AESO, and bilateral markets in the West.  I began trading West real-time markets the year of EIM’s launch—
2014.  In 2018, I moved to Shell’s West cash desk before transitioning to regulatory affairs in fall 2020.  During 
time spent on Shell’s trading desks, I assisted our regulatory group with market policy as well as formulation of 
stakeholder comments at various forums, including the CAISO, SPP, BPA and AESO.  My previous scheduling and 
trading experience gives me detailed knowledge of market regions which make up the Western Interconnection, 
which is quite helpful for regulatory and policy work.    

 
This background in wholesale energy market policy, trading and operations, as well as my connections would 

prove valuable as a liaison to the Regional Issues Forum on behalf of the entire IPP & Marketers sector of the RIF.  I 
would be obliged to serve if selected for this role.  Thank you for this consideration.  
 
 
             
         Respectfully submitted,  
 
 
         Ian D White 
         General Manager, Regulatory Affairs  
         Shell Energy North America (US), L.P. 


